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Some people want  
  to control global 
 warming from the 
      top  down. 
 
        I am not  
     one of them. 
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    The trouble with geoengineering is that                                      ���

         ALL CLIMATE IS LOCAL  
          EXAMPLE :  COOLING THE NORTHERN 
 HEMISPHERE  MAKES  SOUTHERN WINTERS WORSE 
 
  MORAL:  GLOBAL  PROBLEMS  ARISING  FROM 
     LOCAL  EFFECTS ARE BEST SOLVED  LOCALLY 
 
YOUR SHARE OF THE HYDROSPHERE IS 1,000 TIMES 
       LARGER THAN THE ROOF OF YOUR HOUSE 
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         Earth is a warm planet because the 
  deep blue sea covering it is dark enough to 
         soak up solar heat  like black asphalt   
 
     ONE WAY TO REDUCE SOLAR HEATING 
IS TO INCREASE THE SUNLIGHT SUBMERGED 
   BUBBLES & PARTICLES BACKSCATTER IN 
         A PROCESS CALLED‘ UNDERSHINE ’ 
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   But using aerosols to block sunlight  
  could put the ozone layer at risk, and  
         change the color of the sky  
       
 A new technology avoids aerosol risks 
       by approaching solar radiation 
      management from the bottom up 
 
   It uses a medium that’s both naturally 
       abundant & abundantly natural-  
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BRIGHT  WATER 

Proprietary 



 
                The Pale  Blue Dot  Paradox     
                                        
 AIR makes the difference between black ice & white water                                                      
 
      Refractive Index Contrast  determines whether water  
 
                  liquid or solid appears light or dark 

 

 

Proprietary 



  Bright Water = White Roofs 
             writ  VERY  large 

n Global ‘roof supply’  
is < 50 M2 per capita 
n Per capita water area 
   is over 50,000 M2 ! 

n Easier and far cheaper 
   to brighten one lake 
     than 10,000 roofs 
     



    What about the RISKS ? 

  
n        Impact on phytoplankton of less light : 
  Can be kept within cloud cover variation limits 
 
n     Altered photosynthetic compensation depth 
          Plankton move up and down every day  
 
n            Does not stop ocean acidification 
       But increases CO2 sequestration elsewhere 
    & can reduce thermal stress and coral bleaching  
 
n            Surface temperature changes will  
                      alter local ecosystems 
        Yes - But may save some from destruction  
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                 Steve Chu’s team* says 
brightening urban roofs & roads could offset  
 ‘44 Gt of CO2…worth about $1100 Billion’      
                        
     44.000,000,000 Tons 
      of CO2 is a lot, but still not 
 enough to impact global warming 
 
   * Hashem Akbari , Surabi Menon & Arthur Rosenfeld; Global cooling increasing  world-wide urban albedos to offset CO2; Climatic Change 94:275–286 (2009)  
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 Because fresh & salt water cover 
              500 times more area 
      than ALL human construction, 
     brightening the Hydrosphere  
      could curb global warming 
      better than whitening roofs 
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               Bright Water can 

 
n  Slow global warming by increasing 
            the reflectivity of the Earth  
                  (Geo-engineering) 
n      Reduce urban temperatures  
                     (Adaptation) 
n      Reduce fossil CO2 emissions  
                     (Mitigation) 
n  Save  U.S. consumers and businesses 
          billions of dollars in energy costs 



                                                              
             ‘We are, as I may call it, scouring our  
          Planet, by clearing America of Woods & 
                 so making this side of our Globe  
                       reflect a brighter Light.’ 
 
 
 
  
              
                        indeed to tell the truth…. 
 
 
 
  
                                                                        
                                                                                                            
        
 

               Large-scale albedo change is part of  
                the landscape of history-- in 1751  
                  Doctor Franklin observed : 
 



                  ���

        He wasn’t the first to take  
   a whack at albedo management 



        Refractive Index Contrast allows 
       simple devices to mix materials of 
        low reflectivity, like air and water,  
          to create   HYDROSOLS                  
               as bright as clouds in the sky 

Proprietary 
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Proprietary 



     Microbubbles are mirrors made of air 
            The tens of thousands of  sub-millimeter bubbles 
               in every cubic meter of seawater raise Earth’s 
                      albedo only slightly because their 
                            total cross section is small. 
 
         Dividing one cubic centimeter of air into micron-sized 
          bubbles can amplify reflectivity by raising that cross 

          section from square centimeters to square meters,so   
 

        A gram of air can reflect megawatts  
      over an area the size of a football field 
 
                                                                                



From paper submitted    
to Climatic Change 
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  Microbubbles can take a long 
     time to rise to the surface 

Proprietary 





    ‘ GELBSTOFF ’ 
        can make  
     microbubbles 
           last 

Proprietary 
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         Hydrosols need very little mass to brighten          & cool large expanses of water fresh or salt,                                       which can  
                       REDUCE EVAPORATION  
                                   at an energy cost of roughly                       tens to hundreds of watts per hectare.                      The question R&D has to answer is :                                      ‘For how long ?’ 

 
    Start              Cutoff            + 2 minutes 

        It’s an important question because… 

Making 

Microbubbles  > 

With a simple  

Vortex nozzle 

Proprietary 
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Too bright to meter ? Not quite: 
         Energy cost of creating  
   a brightness-doubling hydrosol  
   is microbubble surface energy  
                    plus PV = 
          ~100 miliJoules / M2,  

           or 1 kilojoule/hectare 
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Existing technology can yield smaller bubbles 



 
             Hydrosol energy backscattering reflects the number of bubbles 
                  in the water column, so for a given volume fraction of air 

                      reflectivity increases as initial bubble size decreases                     
                                           n ~[ r3 ]-1

;  An ~  [ r 2 ]-1 
 

 
      As a milligram of air yields a trillion one micron 
          bubbles, a part per million by volume of air  
              can double the reflectivity of water and 
                       

         One kilogram of Air can brighten 
           a Square Kilometer of water 
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 Local can add up to global: GCM runs based on 
     hydrosol physics show a 5% ocean albedo rise          
       more than offsets warming from doubled CO2  



Bubble lifetime is not a issue if 60 PSI 
 compressed air comes free of charge- 
  something a simple ‘trompe can do: 
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            ENVIRONMENTAL  BENEFITS 

 
                 Increased river flow          
      Extended dry season water supply 
  Cooler water increases available oxygen  
   Reduced methane release & coral stress 
            Conserving wetland habitats 
 Increasing lake area reduces sea level rise 
     Net  reduction  of  atmospheric  CO2  
           No intrinsic ozone layer risk 
No change in solar spectrum-Sky stays blue 
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    What may hydrosols cost ?  
         ENERGY : 100 milliJoules M2 = kilowatts per square kilometer 
                           The modest operating pressure of rotating flow nozzles 
                           suggests a few gigawatts might brighten an ocean. 
     
         MASS: Since air is >800 times lighter than water, hydrosols cost 
                         roughly 1000 X less to make than aerosols. As hydrosols 
                         can be diluted, dispersing them does not involve moving 
                         large masses of water 
 
       MONEY:Village pond systems can be microfinanced- a vortex 
                           microbubble generator costs less than a pedal pump. 
                           Currents can disperse microbubbles for free, and ships  
                           might earn carbon credits by laying hydrosol wakes 
     
 
 
 
 

Proprietary 



Dividing the problem : 
n  Science & Engineering : 
n  Explore the limits of surface chemistry 

and gas solubility 
n  Engineer  energy cost reductions in 

microbubble generation & dispersion  
 

n         Economics: 
n  Make evaporation control an integral 

part of the water business 
n  Quantifying albedo benefits to convert 

water brightening  into tradable carbon 
permits & offsets 





Hydrosol cooling 

 could cut US coal 

  consumption  by 

  millions of tons 

         a year  

Thermal power station: 

Watts/M2 
   Brightening the water ~10% 
   could increase ΔT by ~4O K,  
   which would raise baseline  
thermodynamic efficiency ~1%, 
and prevent shutdowns due to   
hot weather outflow overheating  
 

Proprietary 
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Some 
Bright 
Futures : 

• Nanoparticles that increase microbubble 
    lifetime by solar photolysis of water  
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      All  Geoengineering 
             Is Local 

    Painting 16 M2 of black  roof white may equal removing  
     1 ton of  CO2 from the atmosphere, but with under 50 M2 
           of  roof  per capita, it scarcely matters  
 
                 In contrast, your > 50,000 square meter share of the 
                    hydrosphere could offset thousands of tons of  
                         carbon dioxide , and change how we think 
                             about environmental politics : 
                                         
                                  If brightening local waters can reverse 
                              the global climate impact of albedo change  



  Man-made climate change did not begin with 
              the first Industrial Revolution. 
             It won’t end with the next: 
 
       “ If geoenginering is defined as 
         purposeful human activity that 
       significantly alters the state of the 
   Earth, we became geoengineers shortly 
         after our species started using fire” 

                                    -- Sir James Lovelock  
                                  Philosophical Transactions of the Royal  Society  
                                                            November 2008                                         
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 White Roofs  can moderate local temperatures, 
       but cities are too small to impact global climate 
           White Clouds  can offset global warming , 
                     but geoengineering the stratosphere  
                                  entails global risks  
                                        



Conclusion: 

                          Geoengineering versus Geomimesis  

  

        Bright Water aims at using the physics of air & water  
              to preserve the purity and abundance of both. 
 
    Unlike stratospheric aerosols, hydrosols offer local control 
      and rapid reversibility while respecting the ozone layer & 
                                 the color of the sky.  
 
       Water conservation poses problems that are as real and 
                   acute as geoengineering is hypothetical. 
                 Developing hydrosols will help solve them 
 
           







 Hydrosols are about GEOMIMESIS 
 
 
 
Water’s albedo is  
what we make of it.  


